
Lori Phillips - December workshop info


From Pinch Pots to Lidded Jar 

Creating a square lidded box from pinch pot forms


In this workshop, we’ll learn how to take the most basic clay object, the pinch pot, and use it to 
create the more complex and refined form of a square, lidded jar. 


Materials: 

Any clay will be suitable - A groggy stoneware will be most forgiving. Porcelain may 
make you want to quit ceramics and become a painter. 


Sureform/shredder tool - These are traditionally a woodworking tool, but Mudtools 
has adapted it to be a very ergonomic shaping tool for potters. You can purchase the 
Mudtools tool from most ceramics supply stores, or you can buy the more traditional 
sureform from some hardware stores like Ace Hardware, or 
perhaps home depot (though I’ve never looked there). 


Some kind of paddle -


This may be somewhat optional, as you can easily use your 
table surface to shape your work into a box form. But some 
might prefer to use a paddle instead. 


Fettling knife - You can use any knife that works for you, but my preference is one with 
a with a short-ish blade. My favorite is from Dolan tools, but they come in a huge 
variety of brands and sizes. 
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Scoring Tool - Most scoring tools will do, but something with thick prongs like a fork 
may be a bit much, and a pin tool a bit tedious. My preference is the metal handled 
scoring tools with a few straight prongs that fan from the edge. However, while 
searching for images, I found this retractable scoring tool from Xiem tools and it looks 
fantastic. I’ve included images of both.  

 

Rib tool - Any flexible rib tool you’d like. My 
favorite is the small red rib tool from 
Mudworks. 


Sponge - Any sponge you prefer for 
smoothing/softening edges. A finishing 
sponge will give you the most refined results 
because of it’s smoother surface.
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Links for where you can purchase these materials. 

If you have a local place to buy tools, most of these will probably be carried there. If 
you need to buy online, I’ve found a few different places for each, or you can google 
around to compare items/prices, etc. 


Mudtools shaver or sureform 

(Replacement blades can be purchased for all)


https://mudtools.com/collections/shredders/products/shredder-small?
variant=40643015436


https://a.co/d/6efpSzG


https://www.tognar.com/stanley-surform-tool/


Paddles 

https://www.baileypottery.com/store-dept-pottery-ceramic-tools/store-decorating-
pottery-tools/store-decorating-pottery-tools-paddles.html


https://a.co/d/2iG5bER


https://a.co/d/fJ7N0U4


Fettling Knife 

https://www.theceramicshop.com/product/20098/mudtools-fettling-knife/
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https://a.co/d/j67oimD


Scoring tool 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06XP5J9F8?
ref_=cm_sw_r_cp_ud_dp_Y3G5X36LDSGJ1LIS4889


https://www.baileypottery.com/c-090-dg1.html


https://a.co/d/2LyJzzG


Rib tool 

https://mudtools.com/products/polymer-rib-shape-5?variant=40643068044


https://a.co/d/1N6sAMQ


https://www.theceramicshop.com/store/category/11/203/ribs/Metal/


Sponge 

https://www.theceramicshop.com/product/14388/pro-sponge-for-finishing/


https://mudtools.com/collections/sponges-1


https://a.co/d/1ysmkQs
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